AMAZON TUPANA LODGE
beschrijving excursies

PACKAGE TUCANO 3 DAYS / 2 NIGHTS
1st Day – 07:00h – Pick up at your hotel in Manaus, transfer to the lodge. 11:30h arrival at
the Amazon Tupana Lodge. Welcome drink and accommodation. Lunch. Depart in
motorized canoes for a reconnaissance tour of the area. Return to the lodge. After dinner
tour in motorized canoes to watch the night life and listen of the sounds of the forest, but
still not forgetting the main attraction, the spotting of the caimans.
2nd Day – Breakfast. Depart for a jungle trek led by our specialized guide, where we can
see the beauty and feel the energy of the Amazon rain forest. Return to the lodge. Lunch.
Tour on motorized canoes on a fishing trip to learn about the large variety o four fish and
specially the famous piranhas. Sailing back to the lodge you will watch one of the most
spectacular sunsets. Dinner and overnight.
3rd Day – Sunrise trip in small rowing canoes to observe the bird life and also the
legendaries pink dolphins. Return to the lodge for breakfast. Depart in motorized canoe to
visit a native family, where we will learn about their culture and their customs. Return to
the lodge for lunch. At 1 PM check out/departure to Manaus with arrival around 5 PM.

PACKAGE PAPAGAIO 5 DAYS / 4 NIGHTS
1st Day – 07:00h – Pick up at your hotel in Manaus, transfer to the lodge. 11:30h arrival at
the Amazon Tupana Lodge. Welcome drink and accommodation. Lunch. Depart in
motorized canoes for a reconnaissance tour of the area. Return to the lodge. After dinner
tour in motorized canoes to watch the night life and listen of the sounds of the forest, but
still not forgetting the main attraction, the spotting of the caimans.
2nd Day – Breakfast. Depart for a jungle trek led by our specialized guide, where we can
see the beauty and feel the energy of the Amazon rain forest. Return to the lodge. Lunch.

Tour on motorized canoes on a fishing trip to learn about the large variety o four fish and
specially the famous piranhas. Sailing back to the lodge you will watch one of the most
spectacular sunsets. Dinner and overnight.
3rd Day – Sunrise trip in small rowing canoes to observe the bird life and also the
legendaries pink dolphins. Return to the lodge for breakfast. Depart in motorized canoe to
visit a native family, where we will learn about their culture and their customs. Return to
the lodge for lunch. Depart in rowing canoes, like the natives, to observe the nature
between igapos (flooded forest) and igarapes (small creeks). Return to the lodge for
dinner and overnight.
4th Day – This day promises to be the highlight in adventure. After breakfast begins a full
day jungle trek, where our professional guide will explain the fauna and flora and also the
techniques of jungle surviving. We will build a camp with material exclusively found in the
area and the overnight will be in hammocks with mosquito nets.
5th Day – Return to the lodge. Breakfast. Lunch. 01:00PM check out/departure to Manaus
with arrival around 5 PM.

PACKAGE JAPIIM 6 DAYS/ 5 NIGHTS
The same as the PAPAGAIO, it has one more night to rest or make another tour.

USEFUL INFORMATION:
¤ The packages include: Transfer Manaus - Amazon Tupana - Manaus, meals (breakfast, lunch and
dinner), itinerary as described in the package with guides speaking: Portuguese, Spanish and English.
¤ Prices do not include: drinks (water, juice, soft-drink, alcoholic drink or other), travel insurance,
extra expenses or services not mentioned as included.
¤ What to bring: Comfortable clothes, long pants, short pants, socks, tennis shoes or boots for
rainforest trails, swimming suit, sun lotion, flash-light, binoculars, repellent, sun glasses, hat or cap
and rain gear.
¤ The electricity is 110V supplied by diesel engine between the time 12:00h to 15:00h and 18:00h to
08:00h.
¤ Bathrooms are not equipped with hot water.
¤ Communication: Globalstar Satellite for emergency.
¤ Payment method at the Hotel for extras expenses: cash only (Reais, dollar or Euros).
¤ Average temperature, year around medium: 28°C
¤ Dry period on the Rio Tupana: June to January.
¤ High-water period on the Rio Tupana: February to June.

¤ Provision: Most f the provision comes from our own plantation or is obtained from the locals of the
area.
¤ Limitation of baggage: 10kg per person. Preferable bags without hard shell (excess baggage can be
deposited in our Manaus office without extra charge).

